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Market analysis
Investment cost analysis
Choosing the best dimension
for the galvanizing kettle
Plant layout
Calculations and building
drawings in steel and
concrete
Supply of galvanizing
equipment
Delivery and logistical
support
Installation and
commissioning
Process consultancy
Supply of galvanizing
chemicals and nickel tablets

ANI METAL, as one of the leading plant suppliers in the hot-dip
galvanizing industry, in addition to the supply of turnkey
galvanizing plants, provides a number of engineering supports
such as process consultancy, financial analysis and cost analysis
including market analysis.
The company which has intensified its business especially in the
Middle East, North Africa and West Asia, has completed the
installation of nearly 40 turnkey plants and has cooperated with
more than 100 companies both in the process consulting fields and
supplies of various galvanizing equipment with the world's leading
business partners.
Depending on the customer requirements and investment budgets,
ANI Metal supplies galvanizing plants from manual basic systems
to modern factories with high-level technology, with automated
material handling.
With the experience and knowledge of its staff, which have been
gained over many years, ANI Metal provides an unlimited and free
consultancy and engineering service to its customers, to let them
achieve minimum process costs and high quality and high
efficiency in galvanizing.
As a representative of the leading galvanized chemical companies
in the industry, it supports the objectives of its customers for high
quality, high efficiency and low cost.
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The performance of the hot-dip galvanizing process depends on
factors such as product quality, operating costs, well-trained
staff, process knowledge, proper plant lay out and equipment
selection.
In competition-intense markets, companies galvanizing with
low costs and high quality will achieve an advantage.
ANI Metal provides consultancy and engineering support with
plant layout, training of employees, cost control etc. especially
to the investors who have no galvanizing experience and who
aim to enter the market.
With a team of engineers with extensive experience in the
metallurgy and chemistry of the galvanizing process, ANI Metal
regularly monitors its clients' process and present ongoing
engineering support to reduce costs in order to raise the
quality.
ANI Metal provides engineering services from static
calculations up to commissioning of the plant.
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Automatic and semi-automatic galvanizing plants
State-of-the-art technology transportation systems
Tailor made solutions
High efficiency
Computerized process control and monitoring
Reliability
Durability
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W. Pilling of Riepe, Germany, the world’s leading kettle manufacturer,
since 1873



Unique steel plate composition
- C: 00,8% - Si: 0,02% - Mn: 0,5% - P: 0,15% - S: 0,01% max.



Electro-Slag welding technology



Hot rolled steel sheet to prevent production stresses



No horizontal or corner weldings



Ultrasonic testing



Zinc pump out service



Galvanizing kettle thickness measurement
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High velocity end fired burners
Turbo firing on sudden heat losses
Natural Gas, LNG, LPG, Diesel and Electric options
Automatic temperature control
Zinc leakage alarm
Zinc runout ports
Remote access PLC control
Extended kettle life
Modular ‘knock down’ production, reduces shipping costs
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Drier
Reduces zinc splashes
Reduces zinc ash and galvanizing fumes
Reduces the risk of deformation of thin materials
Increases the process speed by faster dipping
 Heat resistant chain conveyor system
 Covers, strenghtened with profiles
 Ducts for blowing air
 Insulation: Rock wool
 Paint: Sand blasting, 1 layer of primer, 2 layers of epoxy paint, 120 microns
 Plenums
 High capacity circulation fan, with invertor and valves etc.
 Burner system, with valves etc.
 PLC controlled panel
 Thermocouple

Heat Exchanger for the Drier
Uses the excess energy of the galvanizing furnace to heat the drier. Hot air
from the furnace passes inside of the stainless steel pipes and heates the
air outside of the pipes, reducing the energy need of the drier.
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Captures 95% of the fume
Captures the splashes
Safe working environment for the operators
Heavy duty steel construction
Chain electric lifting device operated side doors
Electric drive operated entrance/exit doors
Internal lighting
PLC controlled panels
Push button controls
Heat resistant tempered glass windows
Inside heat resistant, outside epoxy paint
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PUC 172 Special acid proof coated
Special acid proof coated side walls and roof
Nonflammable 50 mm thick sandwich panel side walls and roof
IPE 140 - 200 sandblasted, primer + 2 layers 120 micron epoxy painted
steel structure
Automatic sliding doors
10 mm rubber insulation of the cranes ropes runway
Provide negative inner pressure to prevent acid fume escape when
material enters and exists
Scrubber and fan system
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As with all types of coating methods, the most important step in low-cost,
high-quality hot dip galvanizing is pretreatment. Using the right chemicals,
controlling the surface cleaning process with regular analysis are the most
important parts of getting a highquality, low cost coating.
The correct application according to the procedures of the steps mentioned
below is very important in obtaining the targeted criteria.
 Degreasing
 Pickling
 Rinsing (minimum 2 steps)
 Fluxing
The proper application of the process also depends on the use of the right
equipment. Protection of the building and equipment against corrosion can
be ensured with the correct and acid resistant tank and process equipment.
For this purpose, the use of the following equipment is very important in the
pretreatment process:
 Pretreatment tanks
 Tank heating plates
 Piping and pumping station
 Walk ways - Gratings
 Acid vapour cleaner (scrubber)
 Acid stock tanks
 Flux treatment system
 Acid regeneration unit (in the necessary areas)
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The KVK-tanks are built from panels which have a special sandwichconstruction:an impact-resistant core of synthetic ceramic, coated on both
sides with fibre-reinforced laminates to form an inseparable piece.
The resulting exceptionally high impact strenght resists even the most
severe mechanical shocks.
Chemical Resistance
KVK-pickling tanks are resistant to most chemicals used in pickling
processes.
No Welds
The tank walls are manufactured as one continous seamless piece over the
entire length and breadth of the tank.
Temperature Resistant
KVK-panels have a much better performance at high temperature.
Wear-Resistant
KVK-pickle tanks are further protected from mechanical shocks and
abrasions by additional hard-wearing surfaces which substantially increase
their operational life-span.
Easy, Fast Repairs
When a sharp piece of steel strikes the tank Wall during dipping only minor
local damage occurs to the KVK-tank Wall.This damage can easily be
repaired by in-house staff.
Exterior Protection
All KVK-tanks are constructed around a robust well-proportioned steel
framework.
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Polystone® P (Homopolymer) ROECHLING / German massive
polypropylene product
Compatible with German DVS 2208-1 standarts, special PLC
controlled butt welding
Extrusion and fusion method weldings
Epoxy painted steel reinforcement
On site welding to reduce the cost of shipping when required
Material type, thickness and steel reinforcement calculations
with RITA programme according to medium - chemical/heat and
concentration
Filling and drainage valves and pipings
Chemical and water piping connections between the tanks and
piping stations
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Heavy duty design
High quality special profile supporting columns
Electro-hydraulic or motorized driven lift
Synchronization of cylinders
Anti drop safety system
Adjustable lifting and lowering height
Adaptable to automation
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Conveyors
 Heavy duty steel construction type
 Automatic loading option to trolleys
 Three or more jig capacity according to the factory design
 Communication with cranes and automatic positioning
 Heavy duty motors
 Chains with heat treatment and special manufacturing
 Custom heavy duty design for any type of jig capacity, length and height
 Jig anti-fall design
Trolleys
 Heavy duty type steel construction production
 Acid resistant epoxy paint
 Automatic stop mechanism
 End carriages and wheel blocks designed for continous operation and
heavy load
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The fumes collected in the fume enclosure are filtered in the bag filter.
 Jet pulse, automatic cleaning
 Calculated fan capacity
 Radial fan
 4 mm steel filter body
 Polypropylene filter
 Noise less then 75 Db for 1 m distance
 Fan silencer
 PLC controlled panel
 Epoxy paint on inside and outside
 Lime feeding unit for humid environments
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100-130 kg Fe treatment per day from the flux bath
Fully automated user friendly operation
Automated pH setting
Reduces zinc ash and dross
Reduces chemical usage and zinc consumption
Reduces galvanizing fume
Increases the quality of galvanized material
Reduces the splashes when galvanizing
Compact design
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95% decrease in purchase of fresh acid
Completely solid waste
Keeping pickling rate and efficiency on desired levels by
arrangement of iron and free acid concentration constant
No emission during recycling of acid
No volume increase of acid due to solid Multiacid chemical
addition during recycling
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Zinc Pump
 Custom design for deep galvanizing kettles
 Adjustable speed control
 Pump capacity max 2.200 kg/min zinc

Dross Grab
 Pneumatic controlled
 Heavy duty steel construction
 Custom design to be used with fume enclosures
 Custom design for deep galvanizing kettles
 Quick and efficient dross removal
 Vibration unit for excess zinc drainage
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Seperation of metallic zinc from the zinc ash
Recovery of 50-75% of zinc
o
Max operation temperature 525 C
Automatic control
Natural gas, LNG, LPG and diesel options
Short process time
Safe design to cast the molten zinc into the molds
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ANI Metal carries out the on-site installation and commissioning of
the galvanizing equipment with its team of engineers and
experienced technicians.
In addition to installation and commissioning of the equipment and
turnkey plants, ANI Metal provides maintenance, repair and training
to its customers in the local conditions of any country.
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Engineered for Galvanizing

The highest zinc coating is reached when the silicon in the steel
is 0,04 to 0,12%, this range is called the ‘Sandelin Curve’.

Effect of Nickel on Coating Thickness (Sandelin Effect)
Galvanized at 455oC for 8 minutes
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From this graph, it can easily be seen that the addition of
nickel to the zinc bath decreases the coating thickness
significantly when the silicon equivalent of steel is in
Sandelin range.
Why Nickel?


Reactive Steels;
- Prevents high coating thicknesses.
- Prevents growth of Fe-Zn alloy layer.
- Prevents dark grey coatings.
- Prevents peeling of coating.
- Increase the coating homogenity.
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Zinc saving from 5% to 15% in weight.



Increase coating ductility.



Smoother and brighter surface finish.



Increase the fluidity of the Zn bath.



Aesthetical coating appearance.
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Engineered for Galvanizing

Coating with Nickel

Why Nickel Tablet?
Normal coating



Less Nickel using up to 30% compared to Zinc-Nickel alloy ingot and
powder Nickel applications.
- Zinc Nikel Alloy Ingot, 1.7 kg Ni addition per ton zinc.
- Nickel Powder 1.8 kg Ni addition per ton zinc.
- Nickel Tablet, 0.75 - 1 kg Ni addition per ton zinc.



The implementation is very simple and fast.



No special expertise or tools required.



Nickel floats on the surface of the zinc bath more than other methods,
therefore does not settle down to zinc ash and dross.

Bearded coating



Nickel automatically dissolves in zinc bath.



No dependency on purchasing of HG / SHG Zinc.

Why ANI METAL SmartNi?


Others: Nickel + Wax



ANI Metal SmartNi: Nickel + Wax + X (X is our “know-how”).
- ANI Metal SmartNi create more heat shield when burn off therefore
they prevent consumption by oxidation.
- Increases the solubility in zinc.

Reactive coating
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- Prevents the precipitation to dross.

Engineered for Galvanizing

The touch-up and repair of hot-dip galvanized steel coatings is
important to maintain uniform barrier and cathodic protection as
well as ensure longevity. Although the hot-dip galvanized coating
is very resistant to damage, small voids or defects in the coating
can occur during the galvanizing process or due to improper
handling of the steel after galvanizing. Touch-up and repair of
galvanized steel is simple whether newly galvanized or in service
for years. The practice is the same, but there are more
restrictions to the allowable repairs on a new product than one
that has been in service.

Uncoated areas

Burned oil during welding

The main restriction in the specification for repairing newly
galvanized material is the size of the area which is outlined in the
product galvanizing specifications (A123, A153, and A767).
According to those specifications, the allowable surface area for
repair is no more than ½ of 1% of the accessible surface area on
that article, or 36 in² (22,500 mm²) per ton of piece-weight,
whichever is less. ASTM A780 Practice for Repair of Damaged and
Uncoated Areas of Hot-Dip Galvanized Coatings contains details
how to repair the damaged coating.
Another tenet of the specification for touch-up and repair is the
coating thickness of the repair area. Touch-up materials are
required to meet a coating thickness of at least 2.0 mils (50.8 µm)
for one application, and the final coating thickness of the repair
area is dictated by the material used to do the repair, outlined
below.
Zinc-Rich Paints

Uncoated areas in welding zone

Bleeding and weeping welds
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Zinc-rich paint is applied to a clean, dry steel surface by either a
brush or spray. Zinc-rich paints must contain either between 65%
to 69% metallic zinc by weight or greater than 92% metallic zinc
by weight in the dry film. Paints containing zinc dust are classified
as organic or inorganic, depending on the binder they contain.
Inorganic binders are particularly suitable for paints applied in
touch-up applications of undamaged hot-dip galvanized areas.
The coating thickness for the paint must be 50% more than the
surrounding coating thickness, but not greater than 4.0 mils
(100 µm), and measurements should be taken with either a
magnetic, electromagnetic, or eddy current gauge to ensure
compliance.

Engineered for Galvanizing

Features







Fast drying protection from corrosion with excellent long-term effect for
metals with more than 90 zinc and zinc compounds in dry film.
Adheres to almost all metals.
Suitable for repairing damaged zinc layers, coating, drilling, cutting and
welding points, conducting intermediate layer in spot welding, primary
coat for installations exposed to humidity. Can be used in spotwelding.
Heat resistant to 300°C.
Can be lacquered over.

Application
First, cleaning the surface of residues of all kinds (oxide, paint and scale
layers, old lubricants).
 Shake well.
 Subsequently, stressed threads and surfaces are sprayed evenly from
about 20-25 cm distance with a thin layer. Avoid excess.


Technical Data
Colour

Aluminum / light grey

Odour

Characteristic of solvent
o

5,5 bar

Pressure @20 C
o

Relative pressure @20 C

0,71-0,75 g/ml
o
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Initial layer formation @22 C

20 minutes

Powder purity Zn

> 98%

Resistance temperature

300oC (peak of 400oC)

% Metal in dry zinc

64%

% Zinc in dry film

12%
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Engineered for Galvanizing

Features







Provides long-term protection against rust and corrosion
High-purity, heat & weather resistant zinc protection
Performs touch-up on galvanized parts
Used for protection after welding and assembly works
Prevents oxidation for a long time
Dries fast, heat resistant (120°C)

Areas of Use
Zinc Paste is used mainly for aesthetic purposes as it gives a bright
appearance of aluminium. It also has a good chemical and abrasion
resistance, enabling its use in industrial environments.
 Used for coating, priming and touch-up on bodywork components. Used on
agricultural machinery, trailers, vehicles and tow cars, silos, greenhouses,
construction machinery, steel structures etc.


Application
Can be applied on a clean surface with a brush, paint roller, traditional
industrial air brushing or the airless method.
 Corners, sharp contours, bolts and nuts have to go pre-treatment prior to
application; paste is applied uniformly in one layer with a brush afterwards.


Technical Data
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Appearance

Liquid

Colour

Gray

Odour

Characteristic

Art. Nr.

W 140 620

Package

1 kg

